
The Wapping Tunnel

Left: one of the three cast iron tunnel shield frames showing the three different levels. 
Bottom right: view showing the screw jacks pressing the bars against the uncut soil surfaces.
Top right: the shiled holds the freshly cut tunnel vault in place as digging moves forward.. 
The shield divides the tunnel into two separate but interconnected vaults

This tunnel was built between1824 and 1842.
It passes under the Thames in London, downstream of Tower Hill and is 400 
metres long. 
The problem facing engineers was that of building a tunnel under a 
river with all the inherent dangers of collapse and flooding. A French 
engineer, Marc Isambard Brunel, who had emigrated to England found the 
answer: a "shield". This was mobile scaffolding 16.6 metres wide and 6.9 
metres high which moved forward as digging progressed in order to 
temporarily support the tunnel. In practice, what Brunel built 
was scaffolding with three levels that was in contact with the working face 
with 12 cells on each level each housing a workman. 
The men dug away at the face with pickaxes. Each of the twelve vertical 
frames of the shield could be moved independently of the others. 
The frame  was pressed against the end of the most recently constructed  
layer of masonry. At the front, the beams were in contact with and supported 
the vertical wall of the soil. 
In spite of all these precautions, the works proved extremely difficult. The 
tunnel was flooded five times, twice completely. Works were interrupted for 
six years due to a lack of funding and lasted eighteen years instead of thee 
years as was originally planned. 
The tunnel still exists: originally intended to be used by horsedrawn 
vehicles, then for a time used solely by pedestrians, it now carries one of the 
lines of the London Undergound. 
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